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Appendix 1: The results of the entire simulation for protection dynamics against systemic risk (Left-side 

of the Figure 17).  

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

Note. The results of the entire simulation for Scenario A case: large 𝑝p,max, large 𝑓p, and large 𝑐p,1/2  → enough 

protection → coexistence [𝑝p = 𝑝p,max/(1 + 𝑐p,1/2/(𝑓p𝑐)),   𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1, 𝑐p,1/2 = 1, 𝑝𝑟 = 0.9, 𝑝𝑒 = 0.9]. For 

each section, the plots on the left-hand side show a matrix (horizontal axis = time step from 1 to 16, vertical axis 

= individuals [16], color of the matrix = failure state between fail [red] and absence of fail [blue]). The plots of 

the middle show each individuals’ parameter values at a given time step (𝑡 = 16: orange: fp_0 = strategy [1], 

cyan: fp_1 = strategy [2], red: fail = failure, green: pro = protection potential [𝑝p]). The plot on the right-hand 

side represents individuals’ dynamics within a random network; node number = random label for each node, the 

line width = eigenvector centrality, the node color = states (failure [red] ←→ [blue] absence of failure, green = 

protection potential, yellow = initial structure of the state without failure and protection).  
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Appendix 2: The results of the entire simulation for protection dynamics against systemic risk (Right-side 

of the Figure 17).  

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

Note. The results of the entire simulation for Scenario B case: small 𝑝p,max, large 𝑓p, and large 𝑐p,1/2 → low 

protection → all failure [𝑝p = 𝑝p,max/(1 + 𝑐p,1/2/(𝑓p𝑐)),   𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.1, 𝑐p,1/2 = 1, 𝑝𝑟 = 0.9, 𝑝𝑒 = 0.9]. For 

each section, the plots on the left-hand side show a matrix (horizontal axis = time step from 1 to 16, vertical axis 

= individuals [16], color of the matrix = failure state between fail [red] and absence of fail [blue]). The plots of 

the middle show each individuals’ parameter values at a given time step (𝑡 = 16: orange: fp_0 = strategy [1], 

cyan: fp_1 = strategy [2], red: fail = failure, green: pro = protection potential [𝑝p]). The plot on the right-hand 

side represents individuals’ dynamics within a random network; node number = random label for each node, the 

line width = eigenvector centrality, the node color = states (failure [red] ←→ [blue] absence of failure, green = 

protection potential, yellow = initial structure of the state without failure and protection).  
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Appendix 3: The results of the entire simulation for protection dynamics against systemic risk (Right-side 

of the Figure 18).  

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

 

Note. The results of the entire simulation for Scenario C: small 𝑝p,max, large 𝑓p, and large 𝑐p,1/2 → low 

protection → all failure [𝑝p = 𝑝p,max/(1 + 𝑐p,1/2/(𝑓p𝑐)),   𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1, 𝑐p,1/2 = 1, 𝑝𝑟 = 0.9, 𝑝𝑒 = 0.9]. For 

each section, the plots on the left-hand side show a matrix (horizontal axis = time step from 1 to 16, vertical axis 

= individuals [16], color of the matrix = failure state between fail [red] and absence of fail [blue]). The plots of 

the middle show each individuals’ parameter values at a given time step (𝑡 = 16: orange: fp_0 = strategy [1], 

cyan: fp_1 = strategy [2], red: fail = failure, green: pro = protection potential [𝑝p]). The plot on the right-hand 

side represents individuals’ dynamics within a random network; node number = random label for each node, the 

line width = eigenvector centrality, the node color = states (failure [red] ←→ [blue] absence of failure, green = 

protection potential, yellow = initial structure of the state without failure and protection).  
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Appendix 4: Stationarity controlled by 𝒑𝒑,𝒎𝒂𝒙: (nodes = 10*10, connection d = 9, time step = 1,000). 

 

 

 

 

  

Note: The plot in the middle shows failure (red) and capital (blue) (vertical axis = value corresponding to the 

time step [horizontal axis]). The inset plot shows the trend of the two strategies (𝑓p0 = red, 𝑓p1 = blue)]. 
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Appendix 5: Stationarity controlled by rec_t: (nodes = 10*10, connection d = 9, time steps = 1,000). 

 

 

 

 

  

Note: The plot in the middle shows failure (red) and capital (blue) (vertical axis = value corresponding to the 

time step [horizontal axis]). The inset plot shows the trend of the two strategies (𝑓p0 = red, 𝑓p1 = blue)] 
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Appendix 6 (code book) 

 

#=============================================================================== 

# GENERATING THE GRAPH 

#=============================================================================== 

dim  = 10        # Linear dimension of the network 

n    = dim * dim    # Number of nodes 

edge = []        #edges of the network 

 

#=============================================================================== 

# GENERATING THE LATTICE 

#=============================================================================== 

# Here We use a simple lattice to understand other aspects of the model. 

 

for node in range( n): 

    row = int( node / dim) 

    col = int( node % dim) 

                         

    adj = [ [ (row + 1) % dim , col], 

            [ row , (col + 1) % dim], 

          ] 

    for i in [0,1]: 

         

        neigbour =  adj[i][0] * dim + adj[i][1]  

        edge.append([node, neigbour]) 

 

G   = nx.Graph() 

 

G.add_nodes_from(range( n)) 

G.add_edges_from(edge)  

 

#=============================================================================== 

# GENERATING A RANDOM REGULAR d-GRAPH 

#=============================================================================== 

G = nx.random_regular_graph(d=9, n = n, seed=None) 

edge = np.array( G.edges() ) 

 

A = np.array(nx.adjacency_matrix(G).todense()) 

#print(("The pos is %r") %(pos)) 

 

#=============================================================================== 

# CREATE CENTRALITY 

#=============================================================================== 

"""This is a measure of the influence of a node in a network. Relative scores are assigned to all nodes in the network 

based on the concept that connections to high scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in question  

that equal connections to low-scoring nodes. A high eigenvector score means that a node is connected to many nodes who themselves 

have high scores""" 

 

C = nx.eigenvector_centrality(G) 

 

#============================================================================== 

# INITIAL PARAMETERS 

#============================================================================== 

B                    = np.zeros((n,4))    # create matrix to store parameters 

failure_potential    = np.zeros(n)        # create another matrix to store influence 

protection_potential = np.zeros(n)      # create another matrix to store protection potential 

fp                   = np.zeros(n)        # create another matrix to store protection level 

capital = 1                           # initial capital 
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# for strategies 

fp0 = np.random.normal(0.7, 0.01, size=[n])  #strategy of the one(mean, SD, size=n) 

fp1 = np.random.normal(0.7, 0.01, size=[n])   #strategy of the other(mean, SD, size =n) 

 

# for protection  

Centrality = np.array(list(C.values()))    # copying C's values to make an array from a dictionary 

fp = B[:,1] + B[:,2] * Centrality    # for protection level 

fm = 0.1               # for maintenance 

 

# for imitation dynamics  

s = 100                  # selection intensity 

pr = 0.9                 # imitation probability 

 

# for exploration dynamics  

pe = 0.05                # exploration probability  

mu = 0.0                 # mean for normally increment  

sigma = 0.01             # standard deviation for normally increment 

 

# for failure dynamics 

pn = 0.1                 # with this, a failure potential can originate at each node  

pl = 0.1                    # with this, a failure potential can propagate along each link 

 

# for saturation function 

pmax = 1                 # for protection maximum 

cp   = 1               # for reference point (=cp,1/2) 

 

# for recovery rate 

rec1 = 1.0               # always reset (failure potential) 

rec2 = 1.0               # never reset  (failure) 

 

# fore recovery time delay 

failtime    = 1                       # determines the number of timesteps 

failtimear  = np.zeros(n)            # during which a node is failed 

failidx     = []                      # index of failed nodes 

 

# for time steps and realization 

timePeriod = 4000          # time period 

realization = 1      # repeats of the simulation 

 

#============================================================================== 

# MODEL'S DYNAMICS 

#============================================================================== 

for real in range(realization):     #REALIZATION LOOP 

     

    #--------------------------------------------------------------- 

    # Initial condition 

    #-------------------------------------------------------- 

    B[:,0]  = capital     # initialized capital for all individual within the loop 

    B[:,1]  = fp0      # strategy of the one for all individual within the loop 

    B[:,2]  = fp1      # strategy of the other (fp1*C) for all individual within the loop 

    B[:,3]  = 0                           # 0 -> not fail | 1-> fail: initially without failure 

 

    for t in range(0, timePeriod + 1 ):    # loop for time steps 

        temp = B                                      # a temporarily variable to save strategies 

 

        #---------------------------------------------------------------     

        for i in range(n):       # loop for every individual within the t loop 

 

            #------------------------------------------------------- 
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            # imitation 

            #========== 

            """Each agent with probability pr randomly chooses another agent as a role model and imitates that agent's strategy values with 

probability pi.""" 

            R1 = np.random.random()                 # randomly choose a certain(%) only 1 time 

            if R1 <= pr:                               # conditional   

                ff = i                                 # focal model (each node i) 

                while True:     # it is true 

                    rr  = np.random.choice(n)         # randomly choose role model 

                    if ff != rr:     # until focal choose a different role model 

                        break     # exit out of the loop 

                pi = 1 / (1 + (np.exp(-s*(B[rr,0]-B[ff,0]))))  # calculate (fermi) function 

                R2 = np.random.random()    # randomly choose a certain(%) only 1 time 

                if R2 <= pi:                           # conditional  

                        temp[ff, 1:3] =  B[rr,1:3]     # imitate the role model 

        B[ : , 1 : 3] = temp[ : , 1 : 3]               # update strategy values 

        #------------------------------------------------------- 

        # exploration 

        #============ 

        """Each agent with probability pe randoly chooses one of its two strategy values and alters it by a normally distributed increment 

with mean (0) and SD (sigma)""" 

        temp      =   B[:,1:3]       # a temporarily variable to save strategies 

        R3        =   np.random.random(size = [n, 2]) <= (0.5 * pe)  # randomly choose a certain(%) with conditional 

        temp[R3] +=   np.random.normal(mu, sigma, size = [n,2])[R3]  # normally distributed increment 

        B[:,1:3 ] =   temp       # update strategy values 

 

        #------------------------------------------------------- 

        # capital 

        #======== 

        """Each agent chooses its protection level according to the heuristics fp=fp0+fp1*C truncated to the interval (0,1 -fm), where C is 

a measure of the centrality of the agent's node normalized to the intervalu (0,1)""" 

        fp = B[:,1] + B[:,2] * Centrality                  # for heuristics of the protection level 

        fp[fp < 0]        = 0                               # for truncation of the interval (0) 

        fp[fp > (1 - fm)] = 1 – fm     # for truncation of the interval (0,1 - fm) 

        """Each agent receives one unit of payoff, which is added to its capital c, of which fractions fm and fp are spent on maintenance 

and protection, respectively, resulting in the updated captial 1 + (1 - fm - fp)*c""" 

        B[:,0]= 1 + (1 - fm - fp) * B[:,0]            # resulting in the updated capital 

 

        #========================================================================== 

        # FAILURE DYNAMICS 

        #==========================================================================           

        """A failure potential can originate at each node with (pn) ,and can turn into a falure with (1 - pp). Failure potenital propagates 

along each link with (pl), by a failed node""" 

        R4 = (np.random.random(n) <= pn)     # randomly choose a certain(%) with conditional 

        failure_potential[R4] = 1     # conditional if it is 

        for i in range(n):      # loop for every individual within the loop with conditional 

            if B[i,3] > 0:                              # if node failed 

                neighbors = nx.all_neighbors(G, i)    # apply network property 

                for j in neighbors:                   # find out link of the node (neighbor linked by connection) 

                    R5 = np.random.random()     # randomly choose a certain(%)  

                    if R5 <= pl:       # if it is (conditional) 

                        failure_potential[j] = 1       # do this (failure potential goes to)  

 

        #--------------------------------------------------------------- 

        # failure potential in neighbors can turn into failure 

        #===================================================== 

        """A failure potential turns into a failure with probability 1-pp, depending on an agent's investment into protection 

pp=ppmax/((1+cp,1/2)/(fpc))""" 

 

        B[:, 3]   = 0       # node failed 
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        protection_potential = np.zeros(n)    # conditional  

        index     = (failure_potential   >    0 )    # return as (true or false) for all individuals  

        protection_potential[index]        =  (pmax / (1 + cp/(fp[index] * B[index,0]))) # index true goes to  

        protection_potential[ np.isnan(protection_potential ) ] = pmax # conditional 

        R6        = ((np.random.random(n) <=  1 - protection_potential) & index)  # randomly choose a certain(%) with conditional 

        B[R6, 3]  = 1      # individuals with index true, becomes 1 

        B[R6, 0]  = 0         # individuals with index true, becomes 0 

 

        #------------------------------------------------------- 

        # reset failure potential and/or failures 

        #======================================== 

        """A failure lasts for one time step and causes the loss of an agent's capital: reset failure potential and/or failure""" 

        R7     = np.random.random(n)     # randomly choose individuals with a certain(%)  

        index  = R7 < rec1                        # indexing with conditional  

        failure_potential[index] = 0              # individuals with index true, becomes 0 (reset the value) 

 

        failtimear[B[ :, 3]  == 0] += 1          # count the failed steps 

        failidx = ((failtimear % failtime) == 0) 

#============================================================================== 

 

 


